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This quick guide accompanies… | The infographic of all Parent Center results for the year 2017-2018. That
infographic is available in two forms: as a PDF for easy sharing, AND as a PowerPoint file that you can
adapt to present YOUR Parent Center’s information and results.
What’s in this guide? | This guide shows you all the places in the adaptable infographic where you can
insert your own data, so the infographic ends up being about only YOUR Center’s achievements.
Where do I get the data for my Center? | Use the data you submitted to CPIR as part of the 2017-2018
data collection.

Where to Make Changes
Now—here’s a summary of what you might want to change in the basic infographic to present your
own Center’s results and contact information. We’ll take the infographic part by part.

Insert the [Name of Your Parent Center]

Total Contacts
How many total contacts did
your Center report in 20172018? Insert that number here.
Insert [Name of Your Center]
in this paragraph
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Name of Your Center

Change picture,
if you like

Insert Your Center’s Data here

•

Not many changes needed here. Adjust the description to mirror what your Center does or what
you’d like to stress. Change the picture, as you’d like.

•

“Our Staff” can be altered to the name of your Parent Center, but you’d also need to change “are
knowledgeable…” to “…is knowledgeable…”

Name of Your Center
How many contacts did
your Center have with
professionals?
With students with disabilities? Fill in these data.

Use this space at the bottom as you’d
like. It’s a good place for logos,
contact information (website address,
email), and any branding your Center
prefers.
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